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With the collaborative collection of the Internet of Things (IoT) in multidomain, the collected data contains richer background
knowledge. However, this puts forward new requirements for the security of data publishing. Furthermore, traditional
statistical methods ignore the attributes sensitivity and the relationship between attributes, which makes multimodal statistics
among attributes in multidomain fusion data set based on sensitivity difficult. To solve the above problems, this paper
proposes a multidomain fusion data privacy security framework. First, based on attributes recognition, classification, and
grading model, determine the attributes sensitivity and relationship between attributes to realize the multimode data statistics.
Second, combine them with the different modal histograms to build multimodal histograms. Finally, we propose a privacy
protection model to ensure the security of data publishing. The experimental analysis shows that the framework can not only
build multimodal histograms of different microdomain attribute sets but also effectively reduce frequency query error.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is widely used in data collection
in various fields [1–3] and integrates them to apply data
analysis in different fields. Therefore, in the development
of 5G, 6G wireless networks, and IoT [4, 5], a lightweight,
reliable, and intelligent security privacy protection frame-
work is extremely important [6, 7]. The multidomain fusion
data set collected by IoT contains strong background knowl-
edge, and it leads to the higher risk of privacy leakage when
data publishing [8, 9]. The issue of personal privacy leakage
causes security risk to many aspects such as personal life,
property, and family. Early research focuses on the improve-
ment of the privacy protection model based on K-anonymity
[10–14] and l-diversity [15, 16], but these improved models
cannot entirely resist the strong knowledge attacks and new
attack methods. Differential privacy proposed is effectively
solving privacy leakage caused by background knowledge
and is widely used in the domain of data publishing.
Although the paper [16–20] fully improved the histogram
data publishing algorithm based on differential privacy, the
data availability after privacy protection is not better when
publishing multimodal histograms. The paper [21] proposes
a personalized privacy protection model that supports the

privacy protection needs of publishing histograms, but it is
still challenging to balance data privacy and data availability.

Histogram data publishing based on data records is
widely used in the domain of data publishing [22]. For
example, in the medical data set, we count the number of
people suffering from heart disease in different age groups.
When facing the multidomain fusion data set, although the
histogram data publishing based on data records can provide
good data, it is difficult to realize multimode data statistics
due to ignoring the attributes sensitivity and relationship
between attributes. Therefore, data publishing based on data
records cannot publish the relationship between attributes
and attribute sensitivity in the multidomain fusion data set.
At present, the research on data attributes recognition, clas-
sification, grading, and sensitivity focuses on data mining
analysis. The domain of data publishing concerns the
research of data privacy protection but ignoring the study
of data attributes sensitivity and relationship between
attributes.

To solve the two problems proposed above, this paper
presents a multidomain fusion statistical data publishing pri-
vacy protection framework. For the multimode data statis-
tics, we offer two definitions that are microdomain and
microdomain attribute set. It applies to the microdomain
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recognition of the multidomain personal privacy fusion data
set, and the microdomain attribute set is obtained. After-
wards, we take the information gain and attribute sensitivity
to implement the classification and grading for microdo-
main attribute set. Finally, we build the unattributed histo-
gram and universal histogram for microdomain attribute
set. For the data publishing personalized privacy protection
problem, this paper combined the constraint inference algo-
rithm with grouping reconstruction algorithm to solve per-
sonalized privacy protection [23] for the multimodal
histogram. Therefore, the contribution of this paper is as
follows:

(1) We propose the multidomain fusion data privacy
security framework to solve the multimode data sta-
tistics difficult and data publishing privacy security
problem.

(2) We determine the attributes sensitivity and relation-
ship between attributes, through the attributes recog-
nition, classification, and grading model. On this
basis, we realize multimode data statistics for multi-
domain fusion data sets and combine them with the
multimodal histogram building model to build mul-
timodal histograms, by the multimodal histogram
data publishing privacy protection model to realize
the privacy protection of published unattributed his-
togram and universal histogram.

(3) The multidomain fusion data privacy security frame-
work can not only build multimodal histograms but
also improve the availability of data in long-range
queries and small privacy budgets while ensuring
privacy security.

In this paper, Section 2 discusses the related work for
attributes recognition, classification, grading, and differential
privacy. In the following section, we introduce the study of
information theory and differential privacy. Section 4 intro-
duces the multimodal histogram data publishing framework.
In Section 5, we analyze the experimental results. The last
section is the conclusions and future work of this paper.

2. Relate Work

2.1. Data Privacy Security Framework. With the increasingly
serious problem of privacy leakage, a friendly data privacy
security framework is a prerequisite to ensure data sharing,
publishing, and mining. The core of the data privacy security
framework is the targeted privacy protection methods.

Xiong et al. [6] proposed a data privacy security frame-
work. First, the P-CNN model is implemented based on
two ciphertexts, and then, P-CNN is deployed with two edge
servers to collaboratively solve the problem of original data
sharing among connected and autonomous vehicle informa-
tion leakage. Xiong et al. [7] proposed a personalized privacy
protection framework based on game theory and data
encryption. This framework solves the problem of QoCS
protection imbalance in MCS caused by the unified privacy
policy of sensor data. Wu et al. [24] proposed a PETA

framework that not only considers the privacy protection
of MCS but also uses powerful edge servers deployed
between users and platforms to cluster and manage users
based on user attributes. Xiong et al. [12] proposed an
ATG framework based on the MCS privacy protection
framework, which uses AI technology and game theory to
solve the problem of public data privacy leakage in MECS.

At present, the data security frameworks are all based on
encryption algorithms. This paper exploits differential pri-
vacy algorithms to achieve data publishing privacy protec-
tion. The purpose is to improve data availability while
ensuring that privacy is not leaked.

2.2. Attributes Recognition, Classification, and Grading.
Attributes recognition, classification, and grading are impor-
tant support for data mining, analysis, sharing, and other
applications based on data publishing. In contrast to the
domain of data publishing, there are relatively few studies
on attributes recognition, classification, and grading [25].
The attribute privacy measurement is the key to classifica-
tion, grading, and privacy protection. The information
entropy is one of the effective methods to calculate the
amount of information. Therefore, Diaz et al. [26] and Ser-
jantov and Danezis [27] proposed earlier fusion information
entropy and other relevant information theory into attribute
measurement.

Peng et al. [28] proposed some information entropy pri-
vacy protection models based on the Shannon information
theory communication framework and solved the problem
of privacy measurement from attribute characteristics, back-
ground knowledge, and multiple data sources. However,
these models ignore the sensitivity between attributes. Yu
et al. [29] used the Shannon information theory to measure
privacy data and combined it with the BP neural networks to
implement privacy data grading. Still this computational
cost of this model is larger, and the grading result of BP neu-
ral network depends on samples. Krishnamurthy and Wills
[30] calculate the privacy leakage amount of the social net-
work attributes to determine the scope of attribute privacy
leakage and propose a privacy protection method, but this
paper does not consider attributes recognition, classification,
and grading. He and Pen [25] put forward a sensitive attri-
bute classification and grading algorithm for structured data
set. First, calculate the privacy attribute sensitivity by cluster-
ing information entropy and association rule. Second, calcu-
late the attribute sensitivity average to implement attributes
classification and grading. However, the clustering result
based on K-means depends on the choice of K value. If the
selected K value is not appropriate, it will form a local opti-
mal solution leading to inaccurate classification.

The idea of this paper is inspired by the paper [25]. We
implement the microdomain recognition of the data set by
the proposed definitions for microdomain and microdomain
attribute set. Then, we adopt the information gain and attri-
bute sensitivity to represent attributes classification and
grading.

2.3. Data Publishing Privacy Protection. Data publishing pri-
vacy protection is aimed at protecting privacy information
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security in the process of data publishing [31]. Though the
traditional access control and encryption technology have a
better privacy protection effect, the availability of the pro-
tected data is insufficient, which defeats the purpose of data
publishing. Differential privacy is widely used because it can
solve the problem of privacy protection models such as K-
anonymity [10–14], L-diversity [15, 16], and T-tight [32],
which cannot resist the privacy leakage caused by strong
background knowledge.

Dwork [33, 34] proposed a differential privacy method
based on Laplace and exponential mechanism in 2006 and
2008. Though this method effectively resists the privacy
leakage caused by background knowledge, the error between
protected data and original data is large. Dwork et al. [35]
proposed an equal-width histogram privacy protection
method based on differential privacy that is called LP algo-
rithm, and the performance is better in small noise and small
range query. However, when the noise is larger or long-
range query, too much noise accumulation leads to poor
data availability. To improve the accuracy of long-range
query, Xu et al. [36, 37] proposed a differential privacy pro-
tection method based on Noise First and Structure First, as
well as used the idea of V-optimization histogram to opti-
mize the noise histogram and obtain the high accuracy query
results. Whatever, this method cannot balance the noise
error and reconstruction error, meanwhile the high compu-
tation cost of the postoptimization process. Xiao et al. [38]
transformed the original histogram into a binary tree of
wavelet coefficient to support long-range query. However,
this algorithm is not conducive to the practical application
due to the high sensitivity of query. Hay et al. [39] proposed
a personalized privacy protection method based on con-
straint inference for unattributed histogram and universal
histogram. The histogram with noise is optimized by con-
straint inference, but the data accuracy does not have an
advantage in low noise and small-range query. Piao et al.
[18] proposed the MDHP algorithm to implement privacy
protection of governmental data publishing. The MDHP
algorithm combined the LP algorithm with the grouping
reconstruction algorithm based on the maximum difference
scaling to achieve privacy protection which satisfies ε-dif-
ferential privacy. The MDHP algorithm effectively improved
the published data availability for small-range query and low
noise. However, the performance of data availability was
poor in the large noise or long-range query.

This paper is inspired by the paper [18, 39]. We improve
the MDHP algorithm by the order inference and linear esti-
mation. The algorithm in this paper not only satisfies the
privacy requirement of the published multimodal histogram
but also effectively balances the privacy and availability of
the published data.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Information Entropy

Definition 1 Information entropy [25]. The information
entropy is the self-information expected value for each dis-

crete event and is denoted by HðXÞ.

H Xð Þ = −〠
n

i=1
p xið Þ log p xið Þ: ð1Þ

pðxiÞ is probability when X is equal to xi.

Definition 2 Maximum entropy [25]. The maximum entropy
is when the probability of each discrete event xi is equal. The
maximum entropy formula is as follows. n is the number of
discrete events.

Hmax Xð Þ = log n: ð2Þ

Definition 3 Conditional entropy [25]. When we set the con-
dition X and the uncertainty of the random variable Y , pðx
, yÞ is joint distribution n probability, and pðy ∣ xÞ is condi-
tional probability.

Hn Y ∣ X = xð Þ = −〠
x∈X

〠
y∈Y

p x, yð Þ log p y ∣ xð Þ: ð3Þ

Definition 4 Information gain. The information gain is when
we give the condition X, calculating the reduction in the
uncertainty of Y . The information gain formula is as follows.
HðYÞ is information entropy, and HðY ∣ XÞ is conditional
entropy.

IGi =H Yð Þ −H Y ∣ Xð Þ: ð4Þ

3.2. Differential Privacy

Definition 5 ε-Differential privacy [30]. A randomized mech-
anism S is differentially private for any pair of neighboring
data set I and I‘ and for any set of possible sanitized output
R.

Pr S Ið Þ ∈ R½ � ≤ exp εð Þ × Pr S I‘
� �

∈ R
h i

: ð5Þ

The privacy budget is denoted by ε which used to represent
the privacy level. The smaller ε represents the higher privacy
protection level. The privacy level is inversely proportional
to privacy budget ε(ε ∈ ½0, 1�).

Definition 6 Global sensitivity [30]. Given a random query
function f : D⟶ Rd , D1 and D2 are neighbor data sets at
most one different data record. The global sensitivity for-
mula is as follows:

Δf = max
D1;D2

f D1ð Þ − f D2ð Þk k1: ð6Þ

Definition 7 Laplace mechanism [38]. Suppose a random
query sequence f with a query of length n. Given a function
f : D⟶ Rn, the global sensitivity is Δf and the privacy
budget is ε. The formula for ε-differential privacy is as
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Figure 1: Multidomain fusion data privacy security framework.
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Figure 2: Recognition results of the multidomain data set for campus.

Table 1: Attribute sensitivity level table.

Grade Value range

Higher 0 < SV Attið Þ < 0:6
Moderate 0:6 ≤ SV Attið Þ < 0:8
Low SV Attið Þ ≥ 0:8

Table 2: Grading condition table for SPA sets.

Grade Condition

Higher 1/2 < Num IG Xnð Þ > γ ×H Xið Þð Þ/Num DMAð Þ ≤ 1
Moderate 1/3 ≤Num IG Xnð Þ > γ ×H Xið Þð Þ/Num DMAð Þ ≤ 1/2
Low 0 < Num IG Xnð Þ > γ ×H Xið Þð Þ/Num DMAð Þ < 1/3
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follows:

gf Dð Þ = f Dð Þ + <Lap Δf
ε

� �
>n: ð7Þ

4. Multidomain Fusion Data Privacy
Security Framework

To solve the personal privacy security problem caused by
multidomain personal privacy fusion data set containing
strong background knowledge, we proposed a multidomain
fusion data privacy security framework shown in Figure 1
and the framework includes four models: (1) the input
model includes multidomain fusion data sets and expert
knowledge; (2) Multidomain Fusion Data Recognition, Clas-
sification, and Grading model (MRCG); (3) Multimodal
Histogram Building model (MHB) according to the result
of recognition, classification, and grading builds multimodal
histograms; and (4) Multimodal Histogram Publishing Pri-
vacy Protection model (MHPP), through constraint infer-
ence algorithm and grouping reconstruction algorithm to
achieve the multimodal publishing histogram privacy
protection.

4.1. Multidomain Fusion Data Recognition Classification
Grading Model. In the MRCG model, we present the defini-
tion of microdomain and microdomain attribute set and
combine them with expert knowledge, information entropy,

condition entropy, information gain to realize recognition
classification and grading for the multidomain fusion data.

4.1.1. Microdomain Attribute Recognition Module. If data set
D contains communication, location tracking, personal
information, health and other personal privacy information,
we call data set D multidomain personal privacy fusion data
set. The different domains’ personal privacy information in
data set D is called microdomain of the multidomain fusion
data set. The set of attributes that make up a microdomain is
called microdomain attribute set. The definition is as
follows.

Definition 8 Microdomain. Define a multidomain personal
privacy fusion data set D = fAtt1 ⋯Attngðn > 0Þ and a
domain expert knowledge set ES = fF1 ⋯ Fng. According
to the domain expert knowledge ES, the data set D is trans-
formed into D = fF1 ⋯ FngðFðk∈nÞ ∈ ES, n > 1Þ, which is a
collection of different subfields. In this case, any subdomain
Fm∈n in D is called the microdomain, i.e., D̂ = fMF1,⋯,
MFngðMFm∈n = Fm∈nÞ.

Definition 9 Microdomain attribute set. Define a multido-
main personal privacy fusion data set D = fAtt1 ⋯Attngðn
> 0Þ. By Definition 8, get D̂ = fMF1 ⋯MFn−1,MFng, and
the set of attributes that make up microdomain MFk∈D is
called microdomain attribute set, i.e., MFASk = fAttm ⋯
Attm−1, AttmgðAttm ∈D, 0 ≤m ≤ nÞ:

Histogram
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Figure 3: Privacy protection model for multimodal histogram data publishing.
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In this section, take the multidomain personal privacy
fusion data set for the campus as an example. The data set
contains seven attributes: grade, absences, phone, E-mail,
address, health, and personal basic information. Figure 2
shows the recognition result of data attributes based on Def-
initions 9 and 10 and expert knowledge.

4.1.2. Microdomain Attribute Set Classification Module.
When we select any microdomain attribute set MFASk to
publishing, the personal privacy in MFASk can directly rep-
resent the privacy characteristics of the microdomain MFk.

Therefore, the attributes of the published microdomain attri-
bute set MFASk are called direct privacy attribute. The defi-
nition is as follows.

Definition 10 Direct privacy attribute (DPA). Set the data
attribute recognition result is D̂ = fMF1 ⋯MFn−1,MFng,
MFASk = fAttm ⋯Attm−1, Attmg. When we select the attri-
bute set MFASk of any microdomain MFk in D̂ to publish,
the attribute in MFASk is called the direct privacy attribute
of microdomain MFk.

Input: fSQ[i]: the noise frequency;
Output: SQ: the constraint inference frequency
1 define listB, array[i], flag=flase, start =0, end=0, sum=0, avg=0;

2 for i ∈ ½0, iÞ // Line2-13 Judgment whether fSQ½i� is a order query sequence
3 if i=0

4 listB ⟵fSQ½i�; //add the fSQ½i� to listB
5 else

6 listB ⟵fSQ½i�;
7 if fSQ½i� < listB:getði − 1Þ
8 if flag = false;
9 start = i-1;
10 end = i;
11 flag =!flag;
12 else
13 End = i;
14 Handle(); //The recursive method of the order inference
15 end for
16 Handle() // Lines16-26 the order inference
17 for i∈[start,end]
18 sum=sum+listB.get(i);
19 end for
20 avg = sum/(end – start +1);
21 for i∈[start,end]
22 listB.set(i,avg);
23 end for
24 if start >=1 && listB.get(start-1)>avg;
25 start = start – 1;
26 Handle();
27 SQ½i�⟵ arr½i�;
28 return the constraint inference frequency SQ½i�;

Algorithm 1: Constraint inference for unattributed histogram.

(0.2-1)

(0.2-0.6) (0.6-1)

(0.2-0.3) (0..4-0.5)(0.3-0.4) (0.5-0.6) (0.6-0.7) (0.8-0.9)(0.7-0.8) (0.9-1)

(0.2-0.4) (0.4-0.6) [0.6-0.8) (0.8-1)

Figure 4: Query sequence tree based on the full binary tree.
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We get the DPA set through Definition 10, and the rest
of the microdomain attributes set up other attribute set ð
OA, DPA ∪OA =D), by calculating information gain
between each attribute in OA and each attribute in DPA to
implement attribute classification in OA. When the infor-
mation gain is larger, it means that attributes in OA are
more important to the attributes of the DPA; otherwise, it
less important to attributes in DPA. The attributes in OA
are classified as sensitive privacy attributes and implicit pri-
vacy attributes for DPA set.

According to Definition 10, the microdomain is divided
into DPA set and other attribute sets ðOA, DPA ∪OA =DÞ.
This section introduces information entropy and personali-
zation parameter γ to realize the attribute classification in
the OA set. The value of parameter γ is any value within
the range of effective classification. The larger the informa-
tion gain value, the stronger the correlation between the
attributes in OA and the attributes in DPA. Therefore, the
attributes in OA include two categories: sensitive privacy
attributes (SPAs) and implicit privacy attributes (IPAs).
The definitions are as follows.

Definition 11 Sensitive privacy attribute (SPA). If IGðXnÞ ≥
γ ×HðXiÞðXi ∈DPA, Xn ∈OAÞ, the attributes in the MFAS
are called sensitive privacy attribute, where the parameter γ
is threshold.

Definition 12 Implicit privacy attribute (IPA). If IGðXnÞ < γ
×HðXiÞðXi ∈DPA, Xn ∈OAÞ, the attributes in the MFAS
are called implicit privacy attribute, where the parameter γ
is a threshold.

For example, let the data set be D = fAtt1, Att2, Att3,
Att4, Att5g. Firstly, according to Definitions 9 and 10, get
D̂ = fMF1,MF2g, MFAS1 = fAtt1, Att5g, and MFAS2 = f
Att2, Att3, Att4g and choose published microdomain attrib-
uted set MFAS1: Secondly, we combine with Definition 11
to get DPA = fAtt1, Att5g and OA = fAtt2, Att3, Att4g, and

then, according to Definition 4, calculate the information
gain. Finally, based on Definitions 11 and 12, realize the
attribute classification.

4.1.3. Microdomain Attribute Set Grading Module. Informa-
tion entropy can measure the expectation of the amount of
data attribute information. The maximum entropy reflects
the data attribute maximum information expectation, so
we denote the sensitivity of the attributes by the relative rate
of attributes information entropy and maximum entropy.
The formula for attribute sensitivity is as follows.

SV Attið Þ = H Attið Þ
Hmax Attið Þ SV Attið Þ ∈ 0, 1ð �ð Þ: ð8Þ

As the formula is known, the smaller distance between
the information entropy and maximum entropy, the stron-
ger attribute sensitivity, otherwise the less sensitive of the
attribute.

Sensitivity can effectively describe the importance of
attribute privacy. In this section, we use the attributes sensi-
tivity level table to achieve grading of attributes. Based on
the personal privacy level grading in Personal Privacy Pro-
tection Law, we propose the sensitivity level table for the
microdomain attribute set, as shown in Table 1.

Because there is a strong correlation between the attri-
butes in the SPA set and the DPA set, we propose the attri-
bute grading process in the SPA set from the perspective of
information gain. And the grading condition for SPA sets
as shown in Table 2.

(1) Count the number of attributes satisfying IGðXnÞ >
γ ×HðXiÞ in SPA set, denoted as NumðIGðXnÞ > γ
×HðXiÞÞ

(2) Count the number of attributes in DPA set, denoted
by NumðDMAÞ;

(3) We implement the attribute grading in SPA set
according to the following conditions

Input: fNL [i]: the noise frequency array, h[i]: the height of each node in the tree array
Output: NL: the constraint inference frequency
1 define array CV[j] storing the estimated value;
2 for each i in fNL // The full binary tree from the bottom-up
3 if (h[i]=0) i is the leaf node
4 CV½j�⟵ fNL½i�;
5 else
6 calculating CV½j� according to formula (11);
7 end for
8 for each j in CV[j] // The full binary tree from the top-down
9 if (h[j]=log2n+1) j is the root node;
10 NL½i� = CV½j� ;
11 else
12 calculating NL½i� according to formula (12);
13 end for;
14 return NL;

Algorithm 2: Constraint inference for universal histogram.
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Finally, according to the results of recognition, classifica-
tion, and grading, combine the unattributed histogram and
universal histogram [37] to realize multimodal mathematical
statistics based on attribute sensitivity for multidomain
fusion data sets.

4.2. Multimodal Histogram Publishing Privacy Protection
Model. To solve the problem of privacy leakage caused by
strong background knowledge in multidomain personal pri-
vacy fusion data set, in this section, we propose a privacy
protection model for multimodal histogram publishing.
According to the differences between the unattributed histo-
gram and the universal histogram in paper [39], we use the
two different constraint inference algorithms and combine
them with grouping reconstruction algorithm to achieve
multimodal histogram data publishing privacy protection
[35, 36].

4.2.1. Model Overview. Figure 3 shows the privacy protection
model in this paper, including added noise, constraint infer-
ence, and grouping reconstruction.

(1) Added Noise. Firstly, we classify histograms by step
① in Figure 3 and add the Laplace noise to histo-
grams by step ②.

(2) Constraint Inference for Differential Privacy (CDP).
We use positive-order inference and linear estima-
tion for unattributed histogram and universal histo-
gram with noise through step ③.

Input: NL½i�: the constraint inference frequency, L[i]: the original histogram frequency;
Output:the grouping reconstruction result;
1 define an array DV[i] to store ∣NL½i� −NL½i + 1� ∣ ;
2 define the SS, SSEr, SSEl store the error between the grouped histogram and the original histogram;
3 define avgR, avgL, avg store the average of the group histogram;
4 for i∈[0,k] // Lines 4-6 calculate the absolute value of the difference between adjacent numbers;
5 Dv[i]=abs(NL½i� ]- NL½i + 1�);
6 end for
7 avg =∑i

1NL½i�/∣NL½i� ∣ ; // Calculate the average frequency when all buckets are combined into a group;
8 calculate the SSE after merging a group;
9 for each i in Dv[i] // Line 9-28 Group reconstruction based on SSE
10 if (sum(DV[i]))= − ∣Dv½i� ∣ ; // group terminal condition;
11 break;
12 else
13 mid = getMaxId(); // get the max DV location value
14 DV[mid]=-1;
15 left ⟵ getLeft(mid); // get the left boundary according to the max DV
16 right ⟵getRighr(mid); // get the right boundary according to the max DV
17 flag[mid]=true;
18 for i∈[left, mid]
19 avgR = ∑mid

i=leftNL½i�/∣mid − left + 1 ∣ ;
20 SSEr = (L[i]-avgR)2;
21 end for
22 for i∈[mid+1,right];

23 avgL = ∑right
i=mid+1NL½i�/∣mid − right + 2 ∣ ;

24 SSEl = (L[i]-avgL)2;
25 end for
26 SSE[i] ⟵ SSEr+SSEl;
27 record the result of the current grouping reconstruction;
28 end for
29 sort(SSE[i]) and select the minimum SSE;
30 return the grouping reconstruction of the minimum SSE

Algorithm 3: Group reconstruction.

Table 3: Microdomain recognition results.

Microdomain Attribute

Personal Sex, age, school, guardian, Addresstype

Family
Pastatus, Fedu, Medu, Fjob, Mjob, Famrel,

Famsize

Entertainment Internet, activities, Freetime, Dalc, Walc, Goout

Campus Higher, Schoolreason, G1, G2, G3, absence

After-school Studytime, Schoolsup, paid, Famsup

Health Health

Spatial Traveltime

Emotion Romantic
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Figure 5: Continued.
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(3) Grouping Reconstruction Based on Constraint Infer-
ence (CDPR). According to the grouping reconstruc-
tion algorithm of step ④, obtain the best grouping of
histogram publishing.

4.2.2. Constraint Inference for Differential Privacy. Con-
straint inference makes noise data approach actual data by
query constraint conditions such as order and nonnegative.
Firstly, add Laplace noise to original query sequence Q,
which has constraint inference CQ to obtain the query
sequence q1 =Q1ðIÞ. Then, by the constraint inference rules
and L2 distance, calculate q2, which is closest to q1. The min-
imum L2 solution is defined as follows.

Definition 13 Minimum L2 solution [39]. Let Q be a query
sequence with constraints CQ. Given a noisy query sequence
q1 =Q1ðIÞ, a minimum L2 solution and denoted q1, that is a
vector, satisfy the constraints CQ and at the same time min-
imize kq1 − qk2.

(1) Unattributed Histogram
Add Noise. Define the original unattributed histogram

query sequence Q. Since we only care about the frequency
distribution of the unattributed histogram. Therefore, any
sort of query sequence is equivalent. In this section, we use
the positive-order query sequence SQ to replace the original
query sequence Q. For example, if the original query
sequence Q = f5,10,2, 3, 9g, then the positive-order query
sequence SQ = f2, 3, 5, 9, 10g.

According to Definitions 6 and 7, the global sensitivity of
the query sequence is Δf = 1, and the randomized algorithm
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(e) Entertainment
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Figure 5: The recall rate and precision rate under different parameter values in 5 microdomains.

Table 4: Attribute sensitivity.

Microdomain Attribute Sensitivity

Personal

Sex
Age

School
Addresstype
Guardian

0.997960
0.962287
0.519086
0.765220
0.724476

Family

Pastatus
Fedu
Medu
Fjob
Mjob
Famrel
Famsize

0.480919
0.872324
0.860186
0.726524
0.928905
0.760564
0.866916

Entertainment

Internet
Activities
Freetime
Dalc
Walc
Goout

0.651001
0.999773
0.869073
0.569988
0.915546
0.921601

Campus

Higher
Schoolreason

G1
G2
G3

Absence

0.289079
0.933194
0.735019
0.735018
0.739303
0.965337

After-school

Studytime
Schoolsup

Paid
Famsup

0.850267
0.555003
0.994959
0.963063
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Figure 6: Continued.
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fSQ, which satisfies ε-differential privacy, is as follows.

fSQ = SQ + <Lap 1
ε

� �
>n: ð9Þ

The query sequence SQ satisfies SQ½i� ≤ SQ½i + 1�, 1 ≤ i
< n.

Positive-Order Inference. Given a query sequence eS =fSQðIÞ, this algorithm is aimed at finding a query sequence
�S that satisfies constraint condition �S½i� ≤ �S½i + 1�, 1 ≤ i < n
and minimizes ||~S − �S||2.

Theorem 14. Let Ln =minj∈½n,k� maxi∈½1,j�M½i, j� and Un =
maxi∈½1,n� minj∈½i,k�M½i, j�; then, the result satisfies the

positive-order constraint condition is ~S½k� = Ln =Un. M½i, j�
=∑ j

k=i
~S½k�/j − k + 1.

We use the two cases to expound. The first case assumes
the noise sequence is ~S = f2, 6, 8g, it satisfies the positive-
order constraint condition, and the final constraint inference
sequence result is ~S = �S. In the second case, if the query
sequence ~S = f2, 8, 6g is unordered, according to Theorem
14, get the �S = f2, 7, 7g. The constraint inference is described
in detail in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 is a constraint inference for unattributed his-
tograms. Line 1 defines list B, the array arr½k�, the sum variable
sum, and the average variable avg in the recursive method.
Lines 2-15 are the sequential check and positive-order con-
straint inference of the current noise sequence. Lines 7 to 13

are used to check whether the noise sequence is order. In line
14, we use the recursive method of the order inference to real-
ize the order of the sequence. Lines 16 to 26 are the implemen-
tation of the order inference. Finally, we obtain an inference
query sequence SQ½i� that satisfies constraint condition �S½i� ≤
�S½i + 1�, 1 ≤ i < n and minimizes k~S − �Sk2.

(2) Universal Histogram
Add Noise. Define the original universal histogram query

sequence L. The unit interval of the universal histogram has
meaningful. Therefore, overmuch noise accumulation in
long-range queries leads to low accuracy and poor availabil-
ity of the query sequence results. In order to reduce the
cumulative error, this section replaces the original query
sequence L by creating a query sequence that supports
long-range queries.

Universal histograms support any interval frequency
queries, and the query of any interval frequency is based
on unit interval frequency statistics. The frequency of the
unit interval is the same as the leaf nodes of the tree, and
any other interval is the same as other nodes of the tree. In
this section, we use the full binary tree to create a long-
range sequence NL replace the original query sequence.

Building a full binary tree of height h, the node set V
includes the leaf node set lv and the other node set v. In a full
binary tree, the parent nodes in each layer calculates from the
query interval of the corresponding child nodes and the leaf
nodes are the unit interval in the original query sequence L.

For example, the original query sequence is replaced by the
full binary tree with k = 2 and h = 4 as shown in Figure 4. The
original query sequence is L = f½0:2‐0:3�, ½0:3‐0:4�, ½0:4‐0:5�, ½
0:5‐0:6�, ½0:6‐0:7�, ½0:7‐0:8�, ½0:8‐0:9�, ½0:9‐1:0�g and the
replace query sequence is NL = f½0:2‐1:0�, ½0:2‐0:6�, ½0:6‐1:0�

Sex
Age

Famsize
Paid

Grade1

Schoolreason 
Traveltime 

Higher Famsup
Health Absences
Internet Goout

Addresstype
Guardian

Activities
Romantic

Famrel
Freetime

PastatusSchool

Studytime
Schoolsup 
Dalc Walc

Grade2 Grade3
Medu Fedu Mjob Fjob

DPA SPA HPA

Higher

Low

Moderate

(e) Personal

Figure 6: Grading results in campus, entertainment, after-school, family, and personal.
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, ½0:2‐0:4�, ½0:4‐0:6�, ½0:6‐0:8�, ½0:8‐1:0�, ½0:2‐0:3�, ½0:3‐0:4�, ½
0:4‐0:5�, ½0:5‐0:6�, ½0:6‐0:7�, ½0:7‐0:8�, ½0:8‐0:9�, ½0:9‐1:0�g.

According to Definition 6, the global sensitivity of the
query sequence NL is the height of the full binary tree, and
we get the randomized algorithm fNL which satisfies ε-dif-
ferential privacy by Definition 7.

fNL =NL + <Lap h
ε

� �
>n: ð10Þ

Linear Estimation. After noise added to query sequence
NL, the parent node frequency is not equal to the sum of
corresponding child node frequency in the full binary tree,
so we use linear estimation to constraint inference. Finally,

we find a query sequence NL, which satisfies the constraint
condition and minimizes ||fNL −NL||2.

Firstly, we calculate the linear estimate of the full binary
tree from the bottom-up. If the node is leaf node eðvÞ = fNL
ðlvÞ and if it is not leaf nodes use the current node noise
value fNLðvÞ and its child node linear estimate eðvÞ recursive
computation, the linear estimation formula is shown below.

e vð Þ =
fNL lvð Þ if lv is leaf node,

kh − kh−1

kh − 1
gNL vð Þ + kh−1 − 1

kh − 1
〠

m∈s vpð Þ
e mð Þ v =V − lv:

8>>><
>>>:

ð11Þ
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Figure 7: Unattributed histograms in campus, entertainment, and family.
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Figure 8: Universal histograms in campus, entertainment, and family.
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In the formula, the k denotes full binary tree fan-out, h is
the height of the current node vp, and the sðvpÞ represents
the child node set of the current node vp.

Based on the current estimate eðvÞ, we adopt the top-
down linear estimation calculation to full binary tree, if the
current node is root node NLðvrootÞ = eðvrootÞ. In the top-

down traversal, if the parent node frequency is not equal to
the sum of child node frequency, we use the following for-
mula for linear estimation to constraint inference. The
details of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2.

Defining the noise query sequence fNL=fNLðIÞ, the
bottom-up estimation value is eðvÞ; then, the bottom-up
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Figure 9: Frequency query results in campus, entertainment, and family.
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linear estimation formula is as follows.

NL vð Þ =
e vrootð Þ, if v is the root,

e vð Þ + 1
k

NL vð Þ − 〠
m∈s vpð Þ

e mð Þ
2
4

3
5, v =V − vroot:

8>>><
>>>:

ð12Þ

Algorithm 2 is a constraint inference for universal histo-
grams. The formulas in lines 1 and 2 are the core of Algo-
rithm 2. Line 3 defines an array CV to store the estimates
by the formula on line 1. Lines 4 to 9 are the bottom-up cal-
culation of the linear estimation and the top-down linear
estimation calculation in lines 10 through 15. Finally, we
get a query sequence NL that satisfies the constraint condi-
tion and minimizes ||fNL −NL||2.

4.2.3. Grouping Reconstruction Algorithm Based on
Constraint Inference. After constraint inference, the pub-
lished histogram error is caused by noise error (NE), and
the total error of grouping reconstruction based on con-
straint inference includes noise error (NE) and reconstruc-
tion error (CE). The sum of squares due to error (SSE) can
measure the total error between the published histogram
with privacy protection and the original histogram. The
sum of squares error (SSE) formula is as follows:

SSE = 〠
n

i=1
〠
n

j=1
Di −NDj

� �2
: ð13Þ

Di is the original data and the NDj is the noise data.
When the SSE is smaller, the absolute error value becomes
smaller and the published histogram data availability
becomes better. We find the minimum SSE to implement
the best the grouping reconstruction. The core steps of
grouping reconstruction algorithm are as follows.

The idea of this algorithm is to find the best grouping
strategy by calculating the SSE between the group recon-
struction histogram and the original histogram. The input
is constrained inference sequence NL½i� and the original
query sequence L½i�. The output is the best group strategy
and minimum SSE. Lines 1 to 3 define some variables to
support the algorithm. According to lines 4-6, we calculate
the absolute value of the difference values between adjacent
buckets for the constraint inference result NL½i� and stored

in DV½i�. Lines 7 and 8 calculate the SSE when all buckets
are combined into a group. The core algorithm of grouping
reconstruction was based on SSE from lines 9 to 28. From
lines 13-17, find the maximum value of the DV to group
the sequence; then, according to lines 18-28, calculate the
SSE of the current grouped sequence until satisfied condi-
tions of the lines 10 and 11 to stop grouping. We sort the
results of SSE to find the minimum SSE and get the best
group strategy in lines 29 and 30.

The CDPR algorithm includes the CDP algorithm and
the grouping reconstruction algorithm. In the CDP algo-
rithm, both the attribute-free histogram and the general his-
togram are added with Lap ðΔf /εÞ noise through
mathematical inferences based on conditional constraints
to improve data availability. The grouping reconstruction
algorithm structurally optimizes the data availability of the
published histogram based on the CDP algorithm and still
satisfies the ε-differential privacy. The grouping reconstruc-
tion algorithm realizes data optimization and improves the
availability of the published histogram data based on the his-
togram structural characteristics. Moreover, the grouping
reconstruction algorithm also satisfies ε-differential privacy.

In group reconstruction based on constraint inference
algorithm, the time complexity of the histogram group
reconstruction algorithm is Oðn2Þ. Although the CDPR
algorithm has a high time complexity, the time complexity
is within an acceptable range, and the CDPR algorithm can
improve long-distance query accuracy and data availability.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we use the real data set to analyze the multi-
modal histogram data publishing framework experiment.
Firstly, we analyze the microdomain recognition experi-
ments and the microdomain classification grading experi-
ments. Secondly, we build multimodal histograms based on
three microdomain and analyze the risk of histograms.
Moreover, we use the multimodal histograms for the com-
parison experiment of the privacy protection model. Finally,
comparing the LP algorithm and MDHP algorithm to prove
the MHPP model has the advantage of low data error.

5.1. Experimental Setting

5.1.1. Experimental Data Set. The experimental data comes
from a questionnaire filled out by 788 students [40], which
contains 37 questions, and the final data set consists of 32
attributes. In the preprocessing of the data set, a valueless
attribute was deleted, and the value in the attributes grade
1, grade 2, and grade 3 was converted into five levels: A, B,
C, D, and F. Finally, after preprocessing and recognition
processing, the data set contains 8 microdomains, 31 attri-
butes, and 395 records.

Table 3 shows the 8 microdomains included in the mul-
tidomain fusion data set are as follows: personal, family,
entertainment, campus, after-school, health, spatial, and
emotion. Among them, campus is the performance of stu-
dents in school and after-school is the content related to stu-
dents’ spare time.

Table 5: Mean absolute error table.

Privacy budget Algorithm Campus Entertainment Family

ε = 1 CDP 0.6665 0.8331 0.5713

LP 0.9919 0.9976 1.0017

ε = 0:1 CDP 8.3316 7.1652 6.4272

LP 9.9958 9.9897 9.9796

ε = 0:01 CDP 58.9882 46.1574 44.8481

LP 99.7955 99.1678 100.1241
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There is only one attribute in the three microdomains of
health, spatial, and emotion which leads to low experimental
significance. Therefore, the following experiments in this
paper select personal, family, entertainment, campus, and
after-school for experimental analysis.

5.1.2. Experimental Parameter Set

(1) Parameter γ Set. In this section, we compare and analyze
the recall rate and precision rate of five microdomains (per-
sonal, family, after-school, campus, and entertainment) at
different parameters to determine the range of experimental
parameters. The value range of the experimental parameters
in this section is [0.31, 0.34].

Figures 5(a)–5(e) show the recall rate and precision rate
under different parameter values in 5 microdomains. When
the parameter γ = 0:31, the recall rate in the five microdo-
mains is 100%. The reason for this problem is that the recall
rate is to calculate how many positive samples in the original
sample are predicted correctly. Assume that the SPA set is a
positive sample, and the HPA set is a negative sample, when
the parameter γ = 0:31, the attributes in the five microdo-
mains are basically classified into the positive sample SPA
set. However, the HPA set cannot be effectively classified
from the OA set under the parameter γ = 0:31. When the
parameter γ = 0:335, the precision rate is 0 in the two micro-
domains of family and entertainment. At the same time,

when the value range is [0.335, 0.34], the recall rate is stored
as 0, which indicates that the parameter γ = 0:335 cannot
effectively classify the OA set. In summary, when the param-
eter γ ∈ ð0, 0:31� or γ ∈ ½0:335, 1Þ, the OA set cannot be effec-
tively classified into the SPA set and the HPA set. Therefore,
the experimental parameter γ ∈ ð0:31, 0:335Þ in this paper
can effectively classify the OA set into SPA set and HPA
set. In the classification process, the recall rate and the preci-
sion rate have the same importance. This section realizes the
weighted average calculation of different parameter γ based
on the average recall rate and average precision rate of differ-
ent parameter γ in 5 microdomains. According to the
weighted average curve shown in Figure 5(f), it can be seen
that the weighted average of the parameter γ = 0:315 per-
forms better within the effective value range. Therefore, the
experimental parameter γ in this paper will be 0.315.

(2) Parameter ε Set. This experiment uses the LP algorithm
[25] and the MDHP algorithm [18] to compare and analyze
the privacy protection model for multimodal histogram data
publishing. In this experiment, we set the privacy budget ε to
0.01, 01, and 1 [30] based on ensuring a reasonable alloca-
tion of the privacy budget.

5.2. Multidomain Attribute Set Classification and Grading
Results. We calculate the attribute sensitivity (SVðAttiÞ) in
the microdomain attribute set by the attribute sensitivity for-
mula (X). When the SVðAttiÞ is larger, the uncertainty of the
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Figure 10: Mean absolute error under different privacy budgets.
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information is more substantial and the information value of
the attribute is greater. The attribute sensitivity results are
shown in Table 4.

Figure 6 shows the classification results of DPA, SPA,
and IPA attribute sets for different microdomains. The attri-
bute set of DPA and IPA is graded by the attribute sensitivity
of Table 4 and the attribute sensitivity level of Table 1 in Sec-
tion 4.1.3. In contrast, the SPA attribute set uses the grading
condition of Table 2 in Section 4.1.3.

5.3. Multimodal Histogram Building. In the multimodal his-
togram building experiment, we select campus, entertain-
ment, and family to build multimodal histograms. In

addition, we also analyze the risk of privacy leakage in the
multimodal histogram.

5.3.1. Unattributed Histogram. Figure 7 shows the frequency
of attribute distribution that satisfies IGðAttiÞ > 0:315 ×Hð
Attx ∈DPAÞ and SVðAtti ∈ SPAÞ ≥ 0:8 in the SPA set of the
campus, entertainment, and family. In the histogram, the
abscissa is the attribute of the DPA set, and the ordinate is
the frequency distribution of highly sensitive attributes in the
DPA attribute sets and give the following formal conditions.

Atti ∈ SPA ∣ SV Attið Þ ≥ 0:8 ∩ IG Attið Þ > 0:315 × H Attx ∈DPAð Þf g:
ð14Þ
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Figure 11: Mean absolute error of unattributed histograms in campus, entertainment, and family.
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Take Figure 7(a) as an example, if the attacker grasps the
total number of highly sensitive attributes in the DPA attribute
sets of campus is 14. Moreover, we still know the 13 attributes
in the DPA attribute set and the highly sensitive attributes in
higher attribute set. Then, the attacker can infer the remaining
highly sensitive attributes by combining the attribute sensitiv-
ity in Table 4. At this time, the highly sensitive attributes are
not only leaked, but also lead to privacy leaks and even mali-
cious recommendations through the attacker’s data mining.

5.3.2. Universal Histogram. We select campus, entertain-
ment, and family to build universal histograms. Figure 8
shows the distribution of attributes with a sensitivity level
of higher and over 0.6 in the SPA attribute set. The sensitiv-
ity range of the abscissa in the universal histogram is [0.6, 1],

and the ordinate is the number of SPA collection attributes
satisfying the level of higher in the corresponding sensitivity
range.

In Figure 8(a), assume that the attacker knows the fre-
quency of campus in the sensitivity range of [0.9, 1] is 5
and knows the names of the 4 attributes. At this time, the
attacker combines the attributes of the higher level in the
SPA set with the attribute sensitivity in Table 4 can infer
more private information and lead to private leaks. Due to
the microdomain attribute set contains strong privacy infor-
mation, they face a greater risk of privacy leakage.

5.4. Microdomain Privacy Data Publishing of Privacy
Protection Result Analysis. In this experiment, the mean
absolute error (MAE) is used to calculate the error between
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Figure 12: Family frequency query results in campus, entertainment, and family.
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the original frequency and the frequency after privacy pro-
tection. The MAE can reflect the frequency availability of
multimodal histograms published after privacy protection.
The formula of MAE is as follows.

MAE = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
Qi mð Þ − ~Qi mð Þ�� ��2: ð15Þ

In the formula, n is the number of buckets of the histo-
gram, QiðmÞ represents the original histogram frequency,
and ~QiðmÞ is the histogram frequency value after privacy
protection. According to the formula, if the value of MAE
is smaller, the distance between the histogram frequency
value after privacy protection and the original histogram fre-
quency value is closer, which shows that the availability of
frequency data is better.

5.4.1. Unattributed Histogram. The core algorithms of the
privacy protection model for multimodal publishing histo-
grams proposed in this paper are the constraint inference
for differential privacy algorithm (CDP) and the grouping
reconstruction based on constraint inference (CDPR). First,
we compare and analyze the query accuracy and the mean
absolute error of the CDP algorithm and the LP algorithm
in this section experiment. Second, we choose the LP algo-
rithm, the MDHP algorithm, and the CDPR algorithm pro-
posed in this paper to compare and analyze the mean
absolute error of the query. Through the analysis of the
above comparative experiments, it proved that the privacy
protection model for multimodal publishing histograms
proposed in this paper can not only effectively guarantee
the privacy of publishing histograms but also improve the
availability of data.

(1) Analysis of the Query Results. In this experiment, the
original unattributed histogram frequency set L is used as
the baseline, and observe the distance from the baseline L.
In the differential privacy protection process, since the noise
added to the frequency is random with negative numbers
and decimals, this experiment uses nonnegative processing
and rounding processing for the noise frequency. In the
experiment, the privacy budget ε is set to 1, 0.1, and 0.01.
As the privacy budget ε decreases, the requirement for pri-
vacy protection is stronger, and it shows that more random
noise was added. We define the frequency results of the CDP
algorithm and the LP algorithm as CDP-L and LP-L.

Figure 9 shows the frequency query results of unattrib-
uted histograms protected by CDP and LP algorithms in dif-
ferent microdomains. We observe that under different
privacy budget ε, and the frequency of unattributed histo-
grams published based on the CDP algorithm is closer to
the baseline L. By observing that when the privacy budget
ε = 1, the CDP-L and the LP-L are both close to the baseline
L. The reason is that when ε = 1, there is less random noise
added, which makes the frequency disturbance of the origi-
nal histogram smaller. With the privacy budget ε decreases,
the distance of CDP-L and LP-L from the baseline L

increases. When the privacy budget is 0.1 and 0.01, the noise
added to the original frequency gradually increases, causing
the deviation between the query result after privacy protec-
tion and the baseline L to gradually increase. As the privacy
budget decreases, the histogram frequency published by the
CDP algorithm is closer to the baseline L than the LP
algorithm.

(2) Analysis of the CDP Algorithm. In this experiment, the
value of the privacy budget ε is still 1, 0.1, and 0.01. Then,
take the mean absolute error of 100 random queries under
different privacy budgets and calculate the average value
after repeating the experiment 50 times. Finally, we obtain
the mean absolute error table and histogram shown in
Table 5 and Figure 10.

Figures 10(a)–10(c), respectively, show the mean abso-
lute error of the CDP algorithm and the LP algorithm under
different privacy budgets for campus, entertainment, and
family. From the analysis of the mean absolute error results
in Table 5, there are two reasons for the closer error when
the privacy budget ε = 1. One is that the added noise is small,
resulting in small frequency disturbance of the original his-
togram, and the other is that the frequency of the buckets
in the original histogram is relatively close, and the number
of buckets is small. From the mean absolute error and pri-
vacy budget, the noise error in the CDP algorithm is signif-
icantly smaller than the error in the LP algorithm with the
privacy budget decreases. It shows that the unattributed his-
tograms published by the CDP algorithm have more higher
accuracy under the same privacy budget.

(3) Analysis of the CDPR Algorithm. In the experiment, we
take the mean absolute error of 50 samples under the same
query range to calculate the average, and the privacy budget
is set to 1, 0.1, and 0.01.

Figures 11(a)–11(c), respectively, show the mean abso-
lute error trend of the CDPR algorithm, MDHP algorithm,
and LP algorithm under different privacy budgets for cam-
pus, entertainment, and family. As the query range increases
under the same privacy budget, the CDPR algorithm has a
lower error than the MDHP algorithm and the LP algo-
rithm, which shows that the CDPR algorithm proposed in
this paper satisfies the ε-differential privacy and improves
the data availability. By observing the average absolute error
curves under three different privacy budgets, it is found that

Table 6: Mean absolute error table.

Privacy budget Algorithm Campus Entertainment Family

ε = 1 CDP 2.1547 2.1127 2.1518

LP 3.9398 3.9252 3.9509

ε = 0:1 CDP 21.3226 21.2638 21.1145

LP 39.5529 39.8937 39.1742

ε = 0:01 CDP 214.8347 211.2819 212.6625

LP 391.8511 396.3250 388.6677
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when the privacy budget decreases, the random noise
increases, which leads to the increase of the mean absolute
error of the CDPR algorithm, MDHP algorithm, and LP
algorithm. However, the mean absolute error of the CDPR
algorithm is still smaller than the mean absolute error of
the MDHP algorithm and the LP algorithm. When the pri-
vacy budget decreases or the number of queries increases,
the CDPR algorithm not only satisfies the ε-differential pri-
vacy but also publishes unattributed histograms with low
error.

It can be observed from Figure 11 that there are two
reasons why the CDPR algorithm proposed in this paper
has no obvious advantages compared with the LP algo-
rithm and the MDHP algorithm in a small range of
queries. One reason is due to the frequency of the unat-
tributed histogram experimental cases is similar, and the
number of buckets is fewer, and when adding small ran-
dom noise to the unattributed histogram, the frequency
values of the unattributed histograms published by the
CDP algorithm and the LP algorithm are similar. On the
other hand, since the frequency of the unattributed histo-
gram fluctuates greatly after noise is added, there may be
cases of no merging in the grouping reconstruction stage,
causing the results of the CDPR algorithm to be similar
to the LP results. The last reason is that the frequency of
adjacent buckets in the unattributed histogram published
by the CDP algorithm is the same, which causes the
CDPR algorithm to directly merge adjacent buckets with
the same frequency.

5.4.2. Universal Histograms

(1) Analysis of the Query Results. In this experiment, the uni-
versal histogram original frequency set S used as the base-
line. The histogram frequency sets published by the CDP
algorithm and the LP algorithm are defined as CDP-S and
LP-S. The accuracy of histogram data published based on
the CDP algorithm was verified by comparing the distance
between CDP-S, LP-S, and the baseline S when the privacy
budget ε is 1, 0.1, and 0.01.

Figure 12 shows the results of frequency query under dif-
ferent privacy budgets. When the privacy budget ε = 1, the
noise added to the original frequency is small, making the
frequency inferred by the CDP algorithm similar to the fre-
quency published by the LP algorithm, so the distance
advantage between CDP-S and baseline S is not apparent.
With the privacy budget is set to 0.1 and 0.01, the noise con-
tent of the original frequency increases. The frequency set
CDP-S is closer to the baseline S than the frequency set
LP-S, which shows that the CDP algorithm has lower error
than the LP algorithm.

(2) Analysis of the CDP Algorithm. According to the mean
absolute error results in Table 6, we draw the mean absolute
error distribution as shown in Figure 13. In this experiment,
the privacy budget ε is still selected as 1, 0.1, and 0.01, and
take the average of the mean absolute error after 100 random
queries for the count results of any interval. The whole
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Figure 13: Mean absolute error under different privacy budgets.
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experiment was repeated 50 times, and the average value was
taken.

According to the Table 6 and Figure 13, in the same
microdomain, no matter the privacy budget is 1, 0.1, or
0.01, the average absolute error produced by the CDP algo-
rithm is smaller than the average absolute error produced
by the LP algorithm. However, since the random noise
added by ε = 1 is small, and the original frequency value in
the experimental case is small, resulting in a small frequency
fluctuation range after adding noise, the mean absolute error
of the CDP algorithm is close to that of the LP algorithm.
When the privacy budget is 0.1 or 0.01, more noise will be

added to the original frequency. The mean absolute error
of the CDP algorithm is significantly smaller than that of
the LP algorithm. With the privacy budget decreases, the
histogram published by the CDP algorithm has a lower error
than the histogram published based on the LP algorithm.

(3) Analysis of the CDPR Algorithm. The long-range query
frequency results of the general histogram are to calculate
the mean absolute error of the CDPR algorithm, MDHP
algorithm, and LP algorithm under different privacy budgets
and compare and analyze the three algorithms. During the
experiment, the interval size taken as 2h, where h is the tree’s
height. For the same interval size, we take the average of the
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Figure 14: Mean absolute error of universal histograms in campus, entertainment, and family.
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same number of times and repeat the entire experiment 50
times to get the average.

Observing Figures 14(a)–14(c), it is found that under the
same privacy budget, as the query range increases, the mean
absolute error curve of the CDPR algorithm is lower than
the mean absolute error curve of the LP algorithm and the
MDHP algorithm. When the privacy budget decreases, the
mean absolute error curve of the CDPR algorithm is still
lower than the mean absolute error curve of the LP algo-
rithm and the MDHP algorithm. It shows that the universal
histogram published based on the CDPR algorithm not only
supports long-range queries, but also with the privacy bud-
get decreases, the CDPR algorithm has lower error than
the LP algorithm and the MDHP algorithm.

From the trend of the mean absolute error curve in
Figure 14, it was found that the mean absolute error curve
of the LP algorithm increases sharply with the increase of
the query number. The reason is that due to the increase
in the number of queries, too much noise is accumulated
in the frequency of the unit interval, so more noise is accu-
mulated when calculating the frequency of any interval.
With the query range increases, the mean absolute error
curve of the MDHP algorithm compared to the LP algo-
rithm does not have a sharp increase significantly. Although
the MDHP algorithm optimizes the noise error accumulated
in the unit interval by merging adjacent buckets, the other
arbitrary interval frequency is still calculated based on the
unit interval frequency, so more errors are accumulated in
the face of long-range queries or small privacy budgets.
However, this paper replaces the original query sequence
by building a full binary tree before adding noise, to avoid
the noise accumulated in the unit interval from affecting
the frequency of other arbitrary intervals.

(4) CDPR Algorithm Time Complexity. The CDPR algorithm
is composed of constraint inference for differential privacy
algorithm and group reconstruction based on constraint
inference algorithm. In constraint inference for differential
privacy algorithm, the time complexity of the differential
privacy algorithm is OðnÞ. Then, execute the constraint
inference algorithm, where the time complexity of the unat-
tributed histogram positive sequence inference algorithm is
Oðn2Þ, and the time complexity of the linear inference algo-
rithm of the universal histogram is Oðlog 2nÞ. In group
reconstruction based on constraint inference algorithm, the
time complexity of the histogram group reconstruction algo-
rithm is Oðn2Þ.

In summary, the algorithm proposed in this paper has
high time complexity, but the time complexity is within an
acceptable range. At the same time, the method proposed
in this paper can support long-range queries and improve
the availability of data. The method proposed in this paper
is suitable for small-scale, small-span, and small-change
statistical data, such as government statistics, traffic statis-
tics, and other related data. It is reasonable to improve the
availability of data by sacrificing acceptable time
complexity.

6. Conclusions

Due to the multidomain fusion data based on the collabora-
tive collection of the IoT has rich background knowledge
and attribute characteristics, it causes problems such as pri-
vacy leakage based on background knowledge and difficulty
in multimodal data publishing. To address these problems,
we propose a multidomain fusion data privacy security
framework that includes three models such as the MRCG
model, MHB model, and MHPP model. In the MRCG, first,
we perform microdomain recognition through the proposed
microdomain and microdomain attribute set definitions.
Second, we use information entropy, conditional entropy,
and information gain to realize the microdomain attribute
set classification and grading. Finally, based on the results
of MRCG, determine the attributes sensitivity and relation-
ship between attributes to solve the problem of multimodal
data statistics difficulties in multidomain fusion data sets.
In the MHB, according to the results of multimode data sta-
tistics, combine unattributed histogram and universal histo-
gram to build multimodal histograms for multidomain
fusion data set. In the MHPP, we improve the MDHP algo-
rithm by positive-order inference and linear estimation to
implement privacy protection for multimodal histogram
data publishing.

Based on the real data set, the experimental results show
that the multidomain fusion data privacy security frame-
work not only realizes the recognition, classification, and
grading of microdomain attribute set but also builds multi-
modal histograms by combining multimode data statistics
with the unattributed histogram and the universal histo-
gram. Furthermore, the CDPR algorithm in the MHPP
model ensures the privacy security of the published multi-
modal histogram data. Compared with the LP algorithm
and the MDHP algorithm, the CDPR algorithm has a lower
frequency query error and improves the data availability of
the published histogram.

In the future, we will research the recognition, classifica-
tion, and grading model for streamed data and the privacy
protection model for dynamic data publishing.
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